Adjusting / Tuning the Extension Table

1. With a pencil, mark the extension and rail in the same location for alignment purposes in later steps.

2. With the extension closest to the main table top, place a straight-edge across the top of the table from the motor side to the end of the extension. The straight-edge should be parallel to the rail.

3. Once the straight-edge is correctly applied to the table top, evaluate the extension. If there is a gap between the extension and straight-edge, use a feeler gauge to determine how large the gap is. If the gap is no larger than .05in., the extension is aligned and requires no further adjusting. If the gap is greater than .05in., proceed to the remaining steps.

4. To adjust the height of the extension table, you must first slide the extension out to its furthest position. Flip down the rail lock and slide it until it comes to a stop. Flip the paddle up to relock the extension in its furthest open position.

5. Once opened completely and locked, look under the extension and locate the two screws that connect the rail to the extension. Loosen the two screws with a 4mm allen wrench slightly. DO NOT loosen all the way. Push up on the extension where it requires the most correction until satisfied.

6. Unlock and slide the extension back into its closest position to the main table and relock. Check to see if the adjustments made realigned the extension to the main table. If further adjustments need to be made, repeat step 5. If the table is now in alignment, check the pencil mark made earlier to ensure they are still aligned. Open the extension once more and tighten the 4mm bolts once again.
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